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QUESTION 1

A technician is removing a virus from a user\\'s Windows workstation. The virus was installed by the user while
downloading pirated software from the Internet. 

Which of the following should the technician do to address this issue? 

A. End the current explorer.exe task. Update and run an antivirus scanning utility to remove the threat. Relaunch
explorer.exe using Task Manager. 

B. End the current explorer.exe task using the command line. Update and run an antivirus scanning utility to remove the
threat. 

C. Launch explorer.exe using Task Manager. Update and run an antivirus scanning utility to remove the threat. 

D. Update and run an antivirus scanning utility to remove the threat. Launch explorer.exe using Task Manager. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A user recently installed an application. Upon the next reboot, the system is displaying various errors relating to the
system files and certain actions e.g. right-clicking no longer works. The user does not have time to reimage the
computer, nor do they wish to remove and reinstall the application. Which of the following should the technician do
FIRST? 

A. Open up the command prompt and type SFC /SCANNOW 

B. Open Task Manager and stop all running SERVICES processes 

C. Open up MSCONFIG and remove the application from the start-up tab 

D. Open a command prompt and type REGSVR32 SYSMAIN.DLL ?U 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following security measure would MOST likely use RFID? 

A. Control roster 

B. Biometric lock 

C. Badge reader 

D. Hardware token 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

An employee is taking a credit card payment over the phone, but the payment system has a temporary outage. 

To avoid inconveniencing the customer, the employee writes down the credit card number and expiration date on a
notepad to be entered later This is in violation of: 

A. PHI 

B. PCI 

C. Pll 

D. PGP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An application that requires an x86 system typically is referring to the: A. USB. 

B. RAM. 

C. HD. 

D. CPU. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A user reports slow performance on a computer. A technician checks the computer and finds the RAM utilization Is very
high. The technician restarts the computer, and the RAM use is still high. The technician discovers a program running in
the background Is using most of the RAM. The user only uses this program once at the end of the year to produce a
report. 

Which of the following steps should the technician take to improve the computer\\'s performance? 

A. Uninstall and reinstall the program. 

B. Perform a repair installation of the program 

C. Install the latest updates for the program. 

D. Disable the program on startup. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A technician is installing new software on an older laptop that has a current OS. The software contains a database back
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end that also requires installation. 

Which of the following should the technician review to ensure the software will run before installing it? (Choose two.) 

A. Memory usage 

B. Display settings. 

C. Network utilization 

D. Storage capacity 

E. Firewall rules 

F. Antivirus signatures 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 8

A user\\'s phone contains customer\\'s PII. The user cannot have the phone automatically wiped because the data is
very valuable. Which of the following is the BEST method of securing the phone? 

A. Fingerprint lock 

B. Passcode lock 

C. Swipe lock 

D. PIN lock 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A network administrator has implemented a new group policy on a domain controller and wants a technician to verify the
group policy is active on a desktop computer. Which of the following commands should the technician execute? 

A. dcgpofix 

B. dcdi.g 

C. gpresult 

D. gpmc.nunc 

E. gpupdate 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10
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A user receives an email on a company smartphone. When trying to open the email, the user gets a message stating
the email is encrypted, and the user cannot open it. The user forwards the email to a personal email account and
receives the same message. The user calls the IT department to ask for help. To decrypt the message, the technician
tells the user to contact the sender of the message to be able to exchange: 

A. keys 

B. passwords 

C. root CA 

D. tokens 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A user brings a personal laptop to the help desk and states that a clicking sound occurs when the laptop is turned on.
After troubleshooting the issue, the technician concludes the hard drive needs to be replaced. The help desk does not
replace any hardware on personal devices. Which of the following is the NEXT step the technician should follow\\'? 

A. Dismiss the user\\'s issue and move to the next user 

B. Offer a different repair option to the user 

C. Replace the hard drive and inform the user 

D. Ask concise close-ended questions 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

An end user contacts the help desk to report a browser issue. When the user selects a hyperlink to a POF file within the
browser, nothing happens. The user notes the browser is otherwise working properly. Which of the following should a
technician direct the user to do FIRST? 

A. Ask the user to restart the computer. 

B. Install browser updates. 

C. Open the link in a different web browser. 

D. Disable the pop-up blocker. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following physical security measures is intended to mitigate tailgating? 
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A. Biometrics 

B. Badge reader 

C. Smart card 

D. Mantrap 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Joe, a systems administrator, is setting up a risk management plan for the IT department. Part of the plan is to take daily
backups of all servers. The server backups will be saved locally to NAS. 

Which of the following can Joe do to ensure the backups will work if needed? 

A. Frequently restore the servers from backup files and test them 

B. Configure the backups to restore to virtual machines for quick recovery 

C. Set up scripts that automatically rerun failed backup jobs 

D. Set up alerts to let administrators know when backups fail 

E. Store copies of the backups off-side in a secure datacenter 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

DRAG DROP 

A technician has verified that Joe, a user, has a malware infection on his desktop. Drag and drop the following malware
remediation techniques in the correct order Joe should follow to alleviate this issue. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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